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Ladies and Gentlemen. The President of the United States!

George Washington





What is AI ?

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a technology 
that helps computers to think and learn like 
humans. It is like a brain for computers that 
can help them to do things that normally 
only humans can do, such as recognizing 
faces, playing games, and even driving cars. 
AI is used in many things we use every day, 
like smartphones, video games, and even 
some toys. It is a very exciting field that is 
growing fast and has the potential to change 
the world in many ways!



ChatGPT is a chatbot that can have conversations by 
generating responses that sound human. It has been 
trained on tons of text data to learn patterns about 
how we use language. When you give it a prompt, it 
predicts the next word that should come in the 
response by looking at the words you used and the 
patterns it has learned. So, it can come up with 
responses that make sense based on what you typed. 



The technology behind it is complex, using neural 
networks which are inspired by the human brain. 
But basically, it has been shown lots of examples of 
conversations so it can imitate that. It's pretty good 
at responding sensibly on common topics but can 
get confused about obscure stuff it hasn't seen 
examples of before. The key is it doesn't actually 
understand language or have real thoughts - it just 
uses statistics to guess the next word that would 
sound reasonable to continue the conversation.



An AI search and a Google search are different 
ways of finding information on the internet. An AI 
search can talk to you like a friend and give you 
answers using its own words. It can also learn 
from your preferences and past searches to give 
you more personalized results. 

A Google search can show you a list of websites, 
images, or news articles that are related to what 
you type in the search box. It can also give you 
snippets of information from different sources, 
but it cannot write its own answers. An AI search 
is more interactive and creative, while a Google 
search is more informative and comprehensive.



Google Search

AI using ChatGPT 3.5





Translate
OpenL    https://openl.io/ 





Using Microsoft  Bing 
Image Creator, I asked it  
to give me a picture 
using the same 
paragraph. Here are the 
results.



Just asking for a picture 
of some hard boiled 
eggs…



A refrigerator full of 
food.



The prompt:



Response 1:



Response 2:



A shopping list from my Alexa:



Reward Cards:



Artificial intelligence (AI) is being 
used in the development of 
medicines and vaccines, 
including COVID-19 drugs and 
vaccines. Researchers are using 
machine learning-based models 
to discover new candidate drugs 
and vaccines in silico. AI is also 
being used to accelerate 
research, development, and 
clinical trials of COVID-19 
vaccines. 



In addition, AI is being used to 
create proteins that may be 
useful as vaccines, cancer 
treatments, or even tools for 
pulling carbon pollution out of 
the air. Properly designed AI 
has the potential to make the 
healthcare system more 
efficient and less expensive, 
fill the gaps in access to 
quality care in the world's 
poorest places, and serve as 
an unblinking watchdog on 
the lookout for medical errors. 



In medical imaging, AI is being used to 
review thousands of images and 
detect diseases through Computerized 
Tomography (CT) and Magnetic 
Resonance (MR) Imaging. It may be 
particularly useful in settings where 
demand for human expertise exceeds 
supply, or where data is too complex 
to be efficiently interpreted by human 
readers.



Artificial intelligence (AI) is used in 
autonomous autos to improve vehicle 
safety, increase fuel efficiency, and 
provide drivers with enhanced 
connectivity features.

AI technologies power self-driving car 
systems, and developers of self-driving 
cars use vast amounts of data from 
image recognition systems, along with 
machine learning and neural networks, 
to build systems that can drive 
autonomously.



AI is used to simulate real-world conditions to 
safety-test autonomous vehicles, and 
Stanford researchers surveyed the algorithms 
and say they are good, but work remains.

Tesla produces electric cars equipped with 
Autopilot, the company’s Advanced Driver 
Assistance System (ADAS) that enables 
automatic steering, accelerating, braking, 
lane changing, and parking.

Tesla’s approach is called “imitation learning,” 
and their algorithms learn from the decisions, 
reactions, and movements of millions of 
actual drivers around the world.



A Simple Prompt



Prompt engineering is a technique used in artificial 
intelligence to teach computers to understand and 
respond to human language. It involves crafting 
the right questions or instructions to guide AI 
models to produce desired outcomes. A well-
crafted prompt can steer an AI model towards a 
specific output. It is used to train Large Language 
Models (LLMs), which are machines that can 
understand and generate human-like language. 

Prompt engineering is enabled by in-context 
learning, which is a model's ability to temporarily 
learn from prompts. Being a good prompt 
engineer involves combining the disciplines of AI, 
programming, language, problem-solving, and 
even art to thrive on this career path. 

What is Prompt Engineering? 



A complex prompt – Dall-E 2
a bird in the hand::3 1980s::3 glowing::3 panorama::3 ultra wide angle lens::3 
edgar degas::3 ceramic::3  --aspect 16:9 



To add life to your image, you need to add various 
components to your prompts.

Action of the subject: This tells the AI what action is 
being taken. For example, a cat riding a bicycle.
Action execution technique: This tells the AI how the 
subject is performing the actions. For example, a cat 
riding a bicycle boldly.
The mood of the image: The mood can be described 
using adjectives to convey the atmosphere or 
emotion of the scene. For example, a happy cat 
riding a bicycle with confidence.
Background description: This provides context and 
setting for the image and can include details such as 
location, time of day, weather or any relevant 

elements. For example, a cat riding a red 
bicycle with confidence in the rain along 
a peaceful road 



https://creator.nightcafe.studio/













I want you to act as an essay writer. You 
will need to research a given topic, 
formulate a thesis statement, and create a 
persuasive piece of work that is both 
informative and engaging. My first 
suggestion request is “I need help writing a 
persuasive essay about the importance of 
reducing technology waste in our 
environment”.

Text Prompt



A dog in a canoe



A dog in a canoe abstract vector fractal, wave 
function, Zentangle, 3d shading

A dog in a canoe  8k resolution 
holographic astral cosmic illustration 
mixed media by Pablo Amaringo



UI design of a White Wine Company, Landing page, 
Modern, Classy, High end,High Resolution 

NightCafeImage Creator Dall-E 3





AI can improve seniors' lives through personalized healthcare, safety monitoring, and companionship. However, 

concerns about privacy and job displacement should be addressed.

AI Tools List



https://www.futuretools.io/



https://aitoolguru.com/





https://supertools.therundown.ai/





https://youtu.be/JONrTtEm-Oo



https://bard.google.com/chat



https://www.bing.com

















Discord

https://discord.com/









No info – No Pricing



















https://www.songr.ai/









https://www.tugan.ai/





















https://claude.ai/chats



https://www.perplexity.ai/



https://convert.leiapix.com/









https://app.heygen.com/home







https://invideo.io/







The Sarasota Technology User Group Presentation meeting night is 
the first Wednesday of every month. This is a Zoom meeting. The 
night’s schedule is changing. The meeting will open with social time 
from 6:15 PM until 6:45. The “Help Desk” will answer your tech 
questions between 6:45 and 7:10. STUG announcements will then 
take place. The presentation of the month will be from 7:15 to 8:00 
and followed by Q & A for the speaker and then the night’s wrap-up 
at 8:15. All times are Eastern Time.











Here are some common issues and concerns that people have with AI:

• Unemployment - There is concern that as AI systems become more capable, 
they may displace human workers in certain jobs and industries. This could 
disrupt economies and leave many people unemployed.

• Bias - AI systems can pick up biases from their training data. This can lead to 
issues like racial, gender, or other discrimination. Ensuring AI is fair and 
unbiased is an ongoing challenge.

• Accountability - When AI systems make mistakes or cause harm, determining 
who is responsible can be difficult. How do we ensure there is transparency 
and accountability?

• Autonomy - As AI becomes more advanced, there are concerns about it 
operating independently without human oversight and control. Could AI 
become too autonomous?



• Existential threat - In the long run, some worry advanced AI could become 
uncontrollable and threaten humanity if precautions are not taken. There are 
concerns about an existential safety risk from artificial superintelligence.

• Privacy - Large AI systems are often data-hungry. Collecting the data required to train 
advanced AI can raise privacy issues. Data security is also a concern with AI systems.

• Ethical issues - The complexity of AI raises many ethical questions about things like 
inherent biases, transparency, accountability and more. Developing ethical AI is an 
ongoing challenge.

• Lack of trust - If the public does not trust or understand AI, they may resist its 
adoption. More work needs to be done to build trust and acceptance of AI 
technology.

Common issues range from socioeconomic concerns to technical challenges to 
existential threats. Advancing AI responsibly and addressing these issues is critical.



Here is a summary of the key points from the fact sheet:
President Biden Issues Executive Order on Safe, Secure, and Trustworthy 
Artificial Intelligence
October 30, 2023

From a fact sheet from the Presidential Briefing Room 
and summarized by Claude AI

• President Biden issued an executive order to set new standards and rules for 
developing artificial intelligence (AI) technology responsibly. This will help 
ensure AI is safe, secure, and trustworthy.

• The order requires companies making advanced AI systems to share test results 
with the government, so any risks or issues can be identified before the 
systems are made public. Standards will be developed for testing AI safety.



• The order aims to protect people's privacy when using AI, especially for kids. It 
calls on Congress to pass data privacy laws. Agencies will be required to evaluate 
how they collect data to train AI systems.

• The order seeks to prevent AI from discriminating or worsening existing biases. 
Guidance will be provided to agencies and contractors to avoid algorithmic 
discrimination.

• It looks to protect consumers from harm by establishing oversight and reporting 
of unsafe AI healthcare practices. Resources will help educators deploy AI tools 
properly in schools.

• The order calls for developing best practices to protect workers from job 
displacement, unfair hiring practices, or workplace surveillance from AI. Study of 
AI's labor impacts will inform support for affected workers.



• It promotes innovation by providing access to AI resources and data for 
researchers and small businesses. Visa programs will be updated to enable 
skilled AI experts to work in the U.S.

• International collaboration will be expanded to advance safe and responsible AI 
worldwide. AI standards will be developed with global partners.

• Government use of AI will be made more responsible through new guidance, 
faster procurement, hiring of experts, and employee training.

In summary, the order establishes guardrails, standards and protections to ensure 
AI is developed and used in a responsible way that benefits society.



AI Gone Wrong



AI Gone Wrong



AI Gone Wrong



AI Gone Wrong



Let’s Talk AI (Artificial Intelligence)

Friday February 23rd 1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 

Moderated by Hewie Poplock

This discussion group for beginners and intermediate users of AI focuses on 
practical applications of AI-powered tools. Attendees share their experiences to 
gain a better understanding of how to leverage these tools in their work and 
personal lives. Discussions cover topics such as chatbots and image to graphics 
helping each other stay up-to-date with the latest developments in the field. 
Overall, this group provides a welcoming environment for individuals to network 
and explore the exciting world of AI.

Contact Hewie at hewie@hewie.net for the link to the forum.

This forum is open to all, including non-members

mailto:hewie@hewie.net


Hosts - Hewie Poplock & Ron Brown

Every Monday 11:30-1:15 ET

On Zoom and streaming on YouTube

https://www.techforsenior.com

• Tech For Seniors

Thursday 11:50-1:05 ET
Streaming on YouTube & Facebook

• Tech For Seniors LIVE



WinSIG - Hewie Poplock

Every 2nd Sunday 1:00 – 2:45 ET

Sunday February 18, 2024

Sign up for the WinSIG Newsletter at https://hewie.net



Questions ?
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